FAMILY SPRINGTIME GARDENING
Find the 25 differences between the two pictures

1. Robin on fence - reversed
2. Grandmother - size of glasses
3. Butterfly by Grandmother - missing
4. Flowerpot, shears and gloves by grandmother - reversed
5. Girl by Grandmother - water can color
6. Large rocks - reversed
7. Window on house - size
8. Man with wheelbarrow - music note different
9. Man with wheelbarrow - hair shape
10. Man with wheelbarrow - 2 flowers missing
11. Man in bib overalls - missing pocket
12. Blonde lady digging - left arm sleeve length
13. Man with hose - apron length
14. Kneeling girl - missing trowel
15. Boy squirting man - spade to fork
16. Boy squirting man - length of boy's swim trunks
17. Boy squirting man - length of man's hat brim
18. Cat on fence - length of tail
19. Butterfly by cat - position
20. Umbrella - red tulip missing
21. Seed spreader - wheel hub
22. Boy with hose - length of hose nozzle
23. Boy with hose - thickness of sandals
24. Bottom basket with flowers - different weave texture
25. Basket of flowers with hat - hat band color
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